Design and manufacture of high quality
S a f a r i Te n t s , G l a m p i n g Te n t s a n d
Bespoke Marquees.

Co nte nts

It is always a great pleasure to witness the journey
our clients take into this rapidly growing market
of Luxury Camping: from selecting the tents and
optional upgrades; or designing a bespoke
structure; securing planning permissions; and
organising groundworks. Offering a professional yet
personal service, BOND are available to advise, help
and support our clients throughout their project.
Visit our website for more information then
please give us a call to discuss your plans.
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About BOND
BOND have quickly become a market leader providing glamping
tents and luxury Safari Tents of outstanding quality and
durability. Drawing on over 30 years of design and manufacture
of bespoke marquees and various glamping structures, we have
developed the Safari Tents using high quality technical materials
and structurally engineered steel frames providing year-round
lamping accommodation.
We first entered the Glamping Tent market over 10 years ago
and have continued to develop our range. Using our in-house
CAD capabilities we can provide a full design service where
customisation is required. We now offer a range of superior
Safari Tent structures which are designed to be in place year
round, have a full Structural Engineers Report and are rated to
specific wind loads in accordance with British and European codes. Premium upgraded steel frames are also an option for more
exposed locations offering even greater performance and peace of mind in the wildest of weather.
BOND offer several sizes and we can also tailor the Safari Tents to suit your specific requirements. Each tent is designed and
manufactured at our factory in Gloucestershire and we use the highest performance materials including our unique cleverly
hidden box-section galvanised steel frames, premium grade impermeable PVC and a waterproof rot resistant poly-cotton
canvas. Do take a look at the ‘Technical Specifications’ page where you will find technical and performance data for all materials.

At BOND we work closely with our customers and we are very proud of the great relationships we have built over the many years,
do take a look at the back of this brochure to hear some testimonials from a few of our clients. Further testimonials and case
studies are also available on our website.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk

www.safari-tent.co.uk
www.bondfabrications.co.uk
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O u r R a n g e o f S a f a r i Te n t s
BOND have developed a wide range of luxury Safari Tent sizes, all of which designed with structural performance in mind and
manufactured using the highest quality materials with care and craftsmanship.
The following applies to all of our Safari Tents ...
The safari tents are designed around a cleverly hidden boxsection galvanised steel frame and have Structural Engineers
Reports for BS codes and specific wind-load ratings.
The PVC roof and canvas walls are all heavy weight premium
fabrics and ALL materials used in the construction of our
glamping & safari tents meet British fire retardant codes. See the
full Technical Specifications for further details.

All windows are fixed and have a canvas roll-up privacy blind as
standard but can be upgraded to opening windows to include a
fixed insect mesh, roll-up clear PVC on the outside and a roll-up
canvas privacy blind on the inside.
Front porches at 2.25m are standard with an option to add a
2.25m rear porch, ideal for housing the bathroom cabins.
Roof linings (4oz ivory polyester) create a bright airy interior, are
included in the base price and are fire retardant, fully detachable
and washable. Bedroom dividing walls are also available. All
necessary side poles, stakes and straps are included.

The following are a few of our optional features ...
Should your location require it we offer Premium Upgraded
Frames providing even greater wind-loading performance.
A postcode specific search service is available to clients in order
to establish historical windspeed data to then determine if a
premium frame is required for your location.
Using heavy duty side-zips the front gables on all safari tents can
be fully rolled up to open the entire tent front for your guests.

The option of a ’Bathroom Extension’ is also available for every
tent. This adds a further 1.5m across the rear of any tent where
internal bathrooms can be built within the tent.
In addition to the three popular sizes all safari tents are available
in Extra Wide 6m widths and we can also offer a fully bespoke
design service for your own specific size.
For custom designs full CAD drawings and visualisation tools can
be provided allowing clients to create a more individual
interior floorplan.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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The Luxury Safari Tent

5m x 11m
With a living space of 5m wide x 11m deep and a
2.25m front porch, this safari tent provides the height
of space and luxury. The addition of a rear deck and
porch can accommodate bathroom cabins or if
preferred any of our tents can be extended providing
an internal bathroom space. This adds a 1.5m
extension to the rear of the structure allowing for a
bathroom to be built within the tent.
This model is a very spacious 6-10 berth. A popular
floorplan would typically include 2 double/twin/bunk
bedrooms and a double cabin bed. This safari tent has
a total of 11 windows.

The example floorplan below shows The Luxury Safari Tent with both front and rear porches. This plan demonstrates external
bathroom cabins on the deck under the rear porch. All safari tents are also available in an Extra Wide 6m width offering greater
space and also ease of use for your guests with limited mobility. Visit the website to view alternative floorplans or give us a call,
there are several ways to arrange the interior space and we are happy to discuss your ideas or requirements.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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T h e C l a s s i c S a f a r i Te n t

5m x 9.5m

The Classic Safari Tent is a popular size of tent offering ample living space at 5m wide x 9.5m deep. It has a 2.25m front
porch and the option to add a rear porch, where the bathroom cabins can be installed. Each tent can also accommodate a
‘Bathroom Extension’ whereby the tent is extended adding a 1.5m space across the rear of the structure for bathrooms to be
built within the tent. This safari tent is a comfortable 6-8 berth and typically includes 2 double/twin bedrooms and a double
cabin bed. It has a total of 10 windows as standard.

The example floorplan here shows our Classic Safari Tent
with both front and rear porches. This plan demonstrates
external bathroom cabins on the rear deck under the
porch. The tent is also available in an Extra Wide 6m
width offering more space and ease of use for guests
with limited mobility. Visit the website to view other
floorplans or give us a call to discuss your specific
requirements. We are always happy to discuss your
needs or ideas for the interior arrangement of your tents.
Many clients also build wooden walls off the steel frames to

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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T h e M i n i S a f a r i Te n t

5m x 6m

At 5m wide x 6m deep the Mini Safari Tent is by no means the baby of the range but offers a more compact yet luxury space
for couples or a family of up to 4 or 5. The rear half of the safari tent is split into 2 bedrooms allowing plenty of room for a
comfortable lounge/kitchen area at the front. The Mini Safari Tent has a 2.25m front porch and 6 windows as standard.

The example floorplan below features our Mini Safari Tent with both front and
rear porches. This plan shows the bathroom cabins on the rear deck under the
porch, however if preferred any of our tents can be extended to allow for an
internal bathroom space. With this ‘Bathroom Extension’ an additional 1.5m is
added across the rear of the structure allowing a bathroom to be built within
the tent. The Mini Safari Tent is also available in an Extra Wide 6m width
providing more space. Visit the website to view alternative floorplans or give us
a call. There are a number of ways to arrange the interior space and we are
always happy to discuss your ideas and how we can help you create the ideal
accommodation for your guests.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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The Master Safari Lodge

6m x 10m

(or larger)

An alternative shaped structure, yet still in the colours and style of the Safari Tents, our largest glamping tent is The Master
Safari Lodge. With sizes starting at 6m x 10m this design includes front and rear porches of 4m x 2.5m. The space allows for a
very spacious 4 bedroomed glamping accommodation which comfortably sleeps 8-12. This really is the ‘Master’ of all our safari
tents and a great choice for attracting larger family groups.

Its flexibility in both design and size also means it is a very versatile structure and can be used as a dormitory tent sleeping
upwards of 16 or in fact supplied as an open space for a variety of uses such as a communal kitchen, campsite ‘clubhouse’, farm
shop, cafe or a shared social space for your guests.

The example floorplan here demonstrates a 6m x 10m
Master Safari Lodge in a 4 bedroomed layout with the
bathroom cabins housed under the rear porch offering a
truly luxury glamping experience for a family or group of up
to 12. However, many other interior arrangements are
possible and we are happy to work with you to create the
optimum accommodation offering for your location. Visit
the website to view further layouts and sizes or please do
give us a call to discuss your own requirements. This really
is a very flexible structure, lending itself to a wide variety of
uses and is available in several larger sizes up to 9m x 18m.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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B e s p o ke S t r u c t u r e s
At BOND we are often asked to create something special or unique and so have a practical and creative approach to meeting our
clients needs. We have been designing & manufacturing glamping tents, marquees and bespoke structures for over 30 years and
can offer advice in order to design something to suit you.
Using our in-house CAD design capabilities we are able to help clients visualise the end result and create a unique structure
using high performance technical materials with the choice of several frame styles. If you have something specific in mind then
do call for a chat as there are many ways we can create a more individual structure. We understand it is very important for our
clients to develop a unique experience for their guests whether for a glamping location or event venue, and a strong visual
identity is essential in order to stand out from the crowd.

The team at BOND love a challenge and welcome the opportunity to work with our customers to see their dreams and ideas
realised. Whether it is a glamping tent you are looking for or a larger communal space or event structure, we can work
together using your ideas and our expertise to create the right solution for you.
From luxury campsites to unique rural wedding venues, embarking on a business in the outdoor hospitality industry is an
exciting yet often challenging time and so we take great pleasure in supporting our clients through that journey from the very
first meeting all the way through the design process, site visits, installation and beyond. Our support does not end at the point
of sale, we are here to offer ongoing support with maintenance and repairs where necessary to safeguard the continuity of
your business and the longevity of your structures.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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Te c h n i c a l S p e c i f i c a t i o n s
All of our safari tents are designed and engineered as
permanent and temporary demountable structures.
Every glamping & safari tent is manufactured by our
team at our factory in Stroud, Gloucestershire with
many aspects of the tents being hand finished. We
ensure that all the materials used are of the highest
specifications and that the performance of these
materials is particularly suitable to both the UK
climate and for permanent year round use. Our clients are
investing a great deal of time and money and we recognise
that the proven structural performance is a significant factor
in purchasing Safari Tents. Our range of safari tents offer
both proven durability and longevity.

All our Safari Tents have been thoroughly tested by Structural Engineers in accordance with British Standards
and European codes. Call us to discuss the Structural Engineers Report.

Frames
Using ‘A’ frame sections our frames are made of heavy duty box-section galvanised steel which is hidden from view.
Standard frames are rated to specific wind loads dependant on size and location of site. For sites that are more
exposed we also offer Premium Upgraded Frames providing even greater performance.
We can in fact provide a post code specific search done by our Structural Engineers which will determine if your
location requires the standard or premium frame based on historical wind speed data.
The frames are secured to a pre-constructed wooden deck using a variety of anchor-points including the steel footplates
of the frame legs which are secured to the deck.

Walls
‘Regentex’ 407gsm blended polyester cotton plain weave, sand-coloured canvas, rot & mildew resistant and
also available in ivory & green.
Water resistance – PASS BS3408

/ Flame Retardant – PASS BS7837:1996

All walls have an olive green PVC weather strip along the bottom edge for protection.

Roof
Fully waterproof heavy duty 650gsm Olive Green PVC (polyester coated fabric) with a fungicide coating.
Tensile strength (warp/weft) N/5cm 2300/2200 DIN53354
Tear resistance (warp/weft) 230/210 N DIN53363
Meets British Standards Fire retardant codes - PASS BS7837:1996 (2008) EN 13501

Please refer to our website for full details of the Technical Specifications.

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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FA Q ’ s
Do the Safari Tents require planning permission ?
Yes, and we always recommend that you seek the help of a local planning consultant since the planning laws vary a great deal from
one planning authority to the next . There are also licences and Public Health issues you will need to be aware of. However, all will
become clear once you have made initial enquiries with your local planning office, or indeed met with a planning consultant.We are
here to support the process and can provide you with a variety of plans, images and fabric samples to support your application.

What makes your safari tents unique in the market ?
With over 30 years of British design and manufacture BOND have extensive experience in providing bespoke structures to the
outdoor hospitality industry, including their range of safari tents. All structures are produced at their Gloucestershire factory with
bespoke CAD design service available. Using a unique hidden box-section steel frame the safari tents offer proven and tested
structural performance and have full Structural Engineers Reports.
How long is the lead time from order to delivery ?
All products are made to order at our Gloucestershire factory so BOND can generally supply your tents within 6-8 weeks from order.
Of course, this means changes and bespoke adjustments are easy to accommodate.
What sort of base do the Safari Tents require ?
The tents are installed onto a wooden deck. This will need to be exterior grade pressure treated timber decking. We will supply you
with full decking plans dependant on the size of tent you are installing and we can also recommend several excellent carpenters that
have worked with many of our clients.
What is the expected life of the tents ?
All materials are of the highest quality offering long lasting properties. The canvas is waterproof, mildew and rot resistant..... perfect
for British weather! The covers are expected to last in excess of 10 years with the frames having a much longer lifetime.
Can the Safari Tents be used year round ?
Yes— our structures are designed and manufactured with materials intended to be in place year round. Some of our customers do
have guests staying in them year round.
Do you install the Safari Tents ?
Yes—we offer installation packages to suit your needs. For instance some clients have staff resources and so we assist with the first
tent while advising on the correct way to install. Other customers may need a little more support - we can tailor a package to suit.
What happens if we need a repair ?
Call us! We recognise how important it is to keep your tents in perfect condition to protect the continuity of your business.
Accidents do happen though but luckily our tents are modular so repairing or replacing a small portion of wall is possible. As soon as
you have a problem we will endeavour to get your tent repaired as quickly as we can—often, for instance, sending a spare wall for
you to use while we get yours repaired.
Can we make changes to the design ?
Yes of course, and we regularly embark on bespoke projects with clients who have a specific design in mind. The nature of the
structures will mean there are some limitations, but do ask us and we will try to accommodate. We can also offer several different
colours of the canvas and PVC and also various window styles.
What other advice would you give to operators looking for accommodation ?
It’s fair to say that BONDs clients typically create a very high luxury finish to their safari tents providing an individual and exclusive
experience for their guests. The most important advice that we give to new clients is to allow plenty of space and privacy between
tents and to really go that extra mile when designing your interior layout and furnishing the tents. Creating a strong visual identity
that will make your location stand out from the crowd is really essential. A glamping experience needs to feel special, luxurious and
most importantly unique ... this is where your reviews will come from.
Any further questions ? ….. please give us a call

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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Why choos e BOND ...
At BOND we are very proud of the relationships we have with our clients and the support and service we provide both during
and after sales. However, we don’t expect you to just take our word for this and so below are a few client testimonials from a
selection of our glampsite customers ... do visit the website for more case studies and testimonials.

“Right from the beginning Bond were different from other tent suppliers in the market place.
They were competitive on price but what made them stand out was the customer service changes were made to their basic design to suit my site, the feedback on the finished product
has been very positive and I would highly recommend BOND”
Kate Tregoning - Brownscombe Luxury Glamping, Devon.

“Mike and Michelle at Bond have been amazing to work with. From the
initial no obligation advice, their patience through the planning and design
phase, the bespoke adjustments to our tents, sharing of social media posts
and overall general support. The tents have been fab and have withstood
the worst the Welsh weather can throw at them! We wouldn't hesitate to
recommended Bond and the team.”
Ellie & Dan - Canvas & Campfires, Lampeter, Wales.

“We are delighted with tents and confident we are investing in a quality product. We chose higher
rated steel frames, for the peace of mind in the most severe of weathers. Mike was flexible on the
layout of our tents, willing to make changes making our tents unique and setting them apart from
other sites. Bond’s after sales has been excellent. Nothing is too much trouble. Always quick to
respond to questions or queries. We would be happy to recommend Bond safari tents to anyone
wishing to establish their own Glamping site.”
Nicky & Richard Morgan, Midleydown Luxury Glamping, Devon.

“From the moment we decided on safari tents Bond seemed the obvious choice for both
quality and value for money. Being that our site is in a windy location Mike was happy
to upgrade the steel specification and make other alterations for extra strength. In our
experience nothing is too much trouble. Aftersales service is excellent - I would not
hesitate to recommend Bond.”
David & Amanda Wallis, Mount View Luxury Glamping. Cornwall.

“We initially chose Bond simply because they offered the highest quality product and
most affordable price. Over the years we have found that it is the level of personal
service combined with an ability to customise their product that truly sets them apart.”
Jonathan Barber - Wild Luxury - Norfolk

“Along with the team at Bond Fabrications, Port Lympne Wild Animal Park has developed a
unique camping experience called Bear Lodge. Mike, Michelle and the team at Bond have
worked hand in hand with the ongoing development supporting us as the experience has
evolved. They are always very professional and passionate about achieving our deadlines and
have been instrumental in the success of the safari lodge site at Port Lympne.”
Gary Gould - GM - Port Lympne Wild Animal Park - Kent

01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
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What next ...

Start the process with BOND and let us help you begin your unique glamping business ....
Call us to chat about your plans on 01453 767171
Email us at enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
Visit our factory showroom in Stroud, Gloucestershire
Request a site visit

Bond would like to sincerely thank many of our clients who have given permission for us to use images from their stunning Gla mping Locations, we very much
appreciate their support ………. Wild Luxury (Norfolk), Classic Glamping (Mount View, Luxury Glamping, Penzance), Brownscombe, Luxury Camping (Devon),
Wonderfully Wild (Anglesey), Classic Glamping (Lamorna Glamping, Cornwall), Port Lympne Wild Animal Park (Kent), Canvas & Campfires (Lampeter, Wales),
OtterDene Safari Tents (Devon), Pagel Family Glamping (France), Midleydown Luxury Glamping (Devon), Wild With Nature (Norfolk).

Unit E1-E3 Bath Road Trading Estate Stroud Gloucestershire GL5 3QF
01453 767171
enquiries@bondfabrications.co.uk
www.bondfabrications.co.uk & www.safari -tent.co.uk

